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ZEEMAN LASER SCATTERING (ZLS): A NEW LIGHT SCATTERING TECHNIQUE

ROGER G. JOHNSTON, SHERMILA B. SINGHAM, AND GARY C. SALZMAN

Experimental Pathology Group
Life Sciences Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico USA

1. INTRODUCTION
kleasureme.ntsof the phase ar.dpolarization properties of elastically

scattered light have received considerable attention in recent years
[1-11]. They provide more information about She size, morphology, and
internal structure of the scattering particle than do simple measurements
of the scattered Irradiance [1].

Polarization properties of the scattered light can be determined by
measuring the !4uellerscattering matrix [1,6-11]. Phase information can
be obtained from optical heterodyne techniques [2,3], The instrumentation
in either case is fairly complex. The measurements are highly susceptible
to experimental artifacts [12,13].

The recent commercial availability of the two-frequei~cy,Zeeman
Effect laser [14] permits the develop~ent of a new light scattering
technique,which we call Zeeum haer Scattering (?Z.S). ZLS allows access
to much of the Information contained in the Mueller scattering matrix or
available from opticnl heterodyne ❑easurements, The instrunmntation,
however, iS much simpler ●nd the measurements ●re relatively free of
experimental artifacts.

2. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
The existing two-frequency, Zeeman Effect laser [14] uses the Zeeman

effect [15] to produce two coherent, colinear laser beams having
orthogonal polarizecionfi, The pc~larizations❑ay be linear or circular,
but only linear polarizations will be considered here. The two beams have
a power of 0,5 mw each at ●pproximately 632,8 nm. They differ in
frequencyby only 259 kHz. This frtquency difference is stable to 0,1
parts per million,

klhe~)the two colinear beams produced by the Zeeman Effect laser
interfere on a photodetector, a 250 kHz beat frequency is detected. T\e
phase of this 250 kHz sine wave dapands on the optical ph~isedifference
between the two laser beams, The phase difference between two orthogon-
ally polarized electromagneticwaves oscillating .t half a million CHZ can
thus be measuled at an experimentally●ccessible 250 kHz frequency,

The instrumentwe have used to uak~ ZLS measurement on ●queous
suspensions of particles la shown schematically in Figure 1, The output

of the Zeeman Effect laser (ZEL) passes unfocused into @ 8Catt@ring Cell

containing the sample of intorosto ‘Thelight tcattered ●t ●ach sca?toring
●ngle # 1s detected with ● photomultiplier tube (PMT) mounted on ●n ●rm
that rot~tes under computer control ●bout the scattering CS1l, A Iockin
●mplifier is used to record tha phaae ●nd ●mplitude of tha 250 kHz boat
frequency,



Before reaching the photomultipliertube, the scattered light must
~assthrough an analyzing polarjzer (POL) and two apertures (Al and A2)
:hatdefine the scattering volume. The angle of the polarizer’s trans-
missionaxis (O, 45, or 90 degrees) determines the nature of the recorded
!LS information..

Figure 1, IThe ZLS instrument, Note its simplicity, There is
o~ly one optical component to align; a polarizer
(POL) The Zeeman Effect laser (ZEL) produces a 250
klizreference sine wtivewhich is used by the lockin
●mplifier as ● phase and frequency reference,

3, ZLS THEORY
ZLS is aensitlve to three different scattering mechanisms, Each

depends on the nature of the ●cattcrer, A particular scattering particle
can invoke all three mechanisms simultaneously,

At ● given scattering ●ngle, thm scattering particle may scattar the
incident horizontal ●nd vertical polarizationswith different ●fflclon-
cies, This can be mensured by sstting the tranamiasion ●xis of the
●nalyzing polarizer ●t 45 degrcos to the horizontal ●nd recording the
~lltuda of the 250 kl+zbaat frcquancy,

The scattering particle may alao retard one of the two scattered pol.
●rizationa reletive to the otner. I’niswill be ●pparent from the phase of



the 250 klizbeat frequency when the polarizer is oriented at 45 degrees.
The scatterer can also partially convert one orthogonal polarization

into the other during the scattering process. The extent and relative
retardation of this “mixing” of polarizations depends on the asymmetry of
the particle. It can be characterizedby measuring the a@ituda a,,d
phase, respectively, of the 250 klizbeat frequency when the polarizer 1s
at O and 90 degrees.

A quantitative theory for ZLS follows from the scattering amplitude
matrix formalism for light scattering [ll. The scattering amplitude
matrix consists of four complex matrix elements S, (j-1,2,3,4),where

S - A ei~j with A
jj

and # real.
jj

For scattering of the Zeeman Effect

laser light by a single scatt~ring particle with fixed orientation. the
relationshipbetween the scattered and
by
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perpendicular to the scattering plane,

incident electric fields is given

(1)

electric field parallel ta the

the incident electric field

and E
’11s 1s

are the scattered

electric fields parallel and perpendicular to the scattering piane, r is
the distance from the scatterer to the detector, z is the position of ?he
scatterer, k is the wavenumber, and WI and W2 are the output frequencies

of the Zeeman Effect lase! with Aw/2n - (u -w ) ?n - 250 kHz.21/

After the scattered l!ght passes through the analy?ing polarizer (POL
in Figure 1) the scattered intensity, I, at the photodetector has c!~e
form:

I - DC + r cos(Awt + y) (2)

where DC is a relatively uninteresting time-independentconstant e~~dr and
-1are the amplitude and phase, respectively, ot the 250 kllzbeat
frequency,

The ZLS phase, ~, in Equation (2) for a single scatterer with the
analyzing polarizer oriented at O, 45, and 90 degrees, respectively, can
be shown from Equation (1) to be:

-1
7(45°) - tan

7(0°) -02-$3 (3)

+ A4sln @aA2sin $2 -
~an-l ‘lsin ~1 + *3siQ

A2COS @2 + A4coa $4 Altos @l + 43C08 $3

(4)

7(90°) - !b4 - $1 (5)



#here S - Ajei$j.
j

These equations may also be expressed in terms of the more familiar
fuellermatrix elements (S ):ij

tan-l ’14 + ’24
7(0°) - (6)

’13 + ’23

s + ’34
-f(45°) - tan-l S14 (7)

13 + ’33

s
“f(90°) - tan-l S14

- ’24
(8)

13 - ’23

where the Mueller scattering matrix elements S
ij

are defined by the

follctwingrelation between the incident and sca;tered Stokes parameters
[1]:

l%e amplitude, r, of the 250 kHz beat frequency also can be expressed
in terms of the Mueller scattering matrix elements. For the analyzinE
polarizer at O, 45, and 90 degrees, r is proportional to the following

‘unctions ‘f ‘he ‘ij’s:

r(OO) a SQRT[(S13 + S23)2 + (S14 + S24)2] (lo)

r(45°) o SQRT[(S13 + S33)2 + (S14 + S34)2]

r(90°) o SQRT[(S13 - S23)2 + (S114- S24)21

(11)

(12)

Equations (3)-(12) are valid for scattering from a single particle
having a fixed orientation, The equationr are also valid for scattering
frol s collection of spheres if the s~heras have an isotropic dielectric
co~$~ant and can be treated as Independent scatterers.

To model scattering from an ●queous suspension of mon-epherical
particles, it is necessary to rotationally ●verage the ecatterlng from
individual particles. The rotationally ●veraged values for S13, S23, S14,

●nd ’24
will be zero for non-chiral particles [1]. As ● consequence,

r(OO) ●nd r(90°) in Equations (10) and (12) will be zero for rota~ionallY
averaged particles unless the particles are chiral, ZLS is thus sensitive



to the chemical or morpho!.ogicalchirality of aqueous suspensions when the
analyzing polarizer is oriented at O or 90 degrees.

4. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
The 2X3 data for Figures 2-9 were taken with the analyzing polarizer

at L5 degrees. Figures 2-5 show the ZLS phase and amplitude as a function
of scattering angle for polystyrene microsphere. Figures 6-9 demonstrate
discriminationbetween different bacterial species in pure aqueous
suspensions.

Figure 10 shows the ZLS phase for three biological specimens when the
polarizer is at !2 degrees. No ZLS phase or amplitude can be measured
above the noise for polystyrene microsphere when the analyzing polarizer
is at O or 90 degrees. This Is to be expected from theory since the
nicrospheres are non-chiral.

9MTERlNG ANGuc@JExs)

FIGURE 2 - The :.heoreticaland experimental ZLS phase (~) as a
function of scattering angle (0) lcr optically inactive, spherical dipole
scatterers in aqueous suspension when the ar.aly?ingpolarizer is at 45
degrees, The experimental data (circles) are for scattering from
polystyrene❑icrosphere of diameter 65 nm. The data are independent of
microsphere concentration, The 160 degree phase shift between forward and

backward scattering angles can be pxedicteri analytically [1] and is
analogous to Lhe phase shift seen in specular reflection from ● dielectric
surlsce,
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FIGURE 3 - ZLS phase as a function of scattering angle for 1.09 pm
diameter polystyrene microsphere with the enalyzing polarizer at f45
degrees, The theoretical tune was determined from ZLS theory and Mie
scattering calculations, The theoretical curve has no adjustable
parameters and is independent of concentxatior,. The general shape of the
experimental curve is independent of concentration but, as is the case for
all scatterers larger thar.dipoles, the amplitude of the ripples increases
strongly wi~h decreasing concentration. The experimental data were taken
every 1 degree of scattering angle, The microsphere concentrationwas 6 X
.

lo’/ml .
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FIGURE 4 - Typical reproducibility of tha 2LS phase for

MOMO

polystyrene k(IVO-



~pheres with the polarizer at 45 degrees. The two data runs nearlv

overlap.
.

The microsphere were 2.95 pm in d~amete~-and 4 X l~~,’ml.
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FIGURE 5 - Relative amplitude (r) of the ZLS beat frequency as a function
of scattering angle for 3.53 pm diameter polystyrene microsphere with the
polarizer at 45 degrees, The microsphere concentration for the

experimental curve was 8 X 105/ml.
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!VGURE 6 - ZLS phase discriminationbetween pure suspen~ions of bacteria
with the polarizer at 45 degreeS for forward ecattcring angles.

The
concentrationof each sample was approximately 1 X 107/ml,
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TIGURE 7 - Discriminationat backward scattering angles between the same
bacterial samples used for the previous figure. The analyzing polarizer
was at 45 degrees.
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FIGURL S - Typical reproducibilityof ZLS phase measurements on bacteria
with the polarizer at 45 degrees. The bacteria is B, Clobigii at a

concentrationof 5 X 107/ul, The data rurm were three hours apart, The
scattering cell and ZLS instr~.uoentwere readju~ted between ruris,
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FIGURE 9 - Discrimination between bacterial species on the basis of the
relative 2LS beat frequency amplitude, r.

FIGURE 10 - 2LS phase, y, with the polarizer at O degrees for suspensions
of human red blood cells, human blood serum, and the bacteria Leptosplra

biflexa at concentrations of 3 X 106/ml, 50% diluti~n, and 1 X 107/ml,
respectively, All three samples had strong beat frequency amplitudes (r)



.th the polariz?r at O or 90 degrees, indicating the samples are chiral.
~deed,the Leptospira bacteria have a helical shape with a pitch of
)proximately0,5 pm.

CONCLUSIONS
Zeeman Laser Scattering (ZLS) appears to be a promising new light

:atteringtechnique. It does not provide as much information about che
:attereras does measurements of the complete Mueller scattering matrix
1], nor does it currently offer the phase resolution theoretically
>ssiblewith optical heterudyne techniques [2,3]. It provides, however,
ore information that conventional irradiance measurements and it does so
sing simple instrumentation that is relatively free of artifacts.

ZLS currently relies on G 1 mw helium-neon Zeeman Effect laser at
32.8 nm. This is adequate for a number of applications. An argon-ion
ersion of the Zeemen Effect laser is expected within two years [14]. Its
igher power and shorter wavelength should greatly increase the usefu~.ness
f ZLS.
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